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          Product: PDFNet

Product Version: 9.2

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

Changing opacity for annotation from annotation style is not reflected immediately, It is changing after deselecting annotation.

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

	Add annotation
	Open style menu from annotation selection
	Change the Opacity of annotation, It is not reflecting


Attaching video for ref.



    
      
      /uploads/default/original/2X/7/7bdf0adacab2d871e68697dde9a3a973a8c7778a.mov
    
  


Expected:

On changing opacity it should update immediately so the user can have an idea of how much opacity to set.

It is working fine for thickness but for opacity, it is not reflecting immediately

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    How to set default thickness property
                    


                    Form field Selection popover are not getting selected in iOS SDK
                    

                    Callout markup not working properly
                    

                    Callout markup copy paste issue
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Customize annotation style presets on iOS - Customizing Presets
	Disable annotation creation and editing in iOS viewer
	Create custom annotations on iOS
	Remove annotation from document on iOS

APIs:	PTAnnotStyleDelegate - annotStyle:opacityDidChange
	PTToolGroupToolbarDelegate - viewForOverlaysFromToolGroupToolbar
	UI Controls - PTAnnotStyleViewController

Forums:	App is crashing on removing annotation
	App is freezing when opening large text file
	App is getting crash on removing annotation
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          Hi @rankit.agarwal,

Thank you for getting in touch with us about this.

We are investigating.
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          Just an update, we have added this to our backlog and we will try to address it in our upcoming sprint.
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          Hi @rankit.agarwal,

Just an update that this is resolved in the latest version of the PDFTron iOS SDK, v9.2.3.

Are you able to update and let us know if the issue is resolved?
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          Hi @Jamie_Dassoulas ,

Thanks for the update. Yes it is working fine. [image: :slight_smile:]
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